


Introduction
Recently, AMP Capital commissioned Investment Trends to conduct 
research into the behaviours and attitudes of SMSF Trustees. 
We’ve analysed and interpreted that research data to create this 
conclusive, three part narrative: Black Sky Report 2016.

The purpose of this three part report is to identify professional 
opportunities that exist within the ever-changing SMSF category – 
giving you useful, relevant, actionable insights.
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Part 2:

Asset allocation –
From offensive to defensive
In Part 2, we detail how SMSF investors have shifted from a traditional mix 

of investments, to a more diversified, defensive approach today.
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13% plan to invest in unlisted 
property funds in 2016

20% plan to invest  
in infrastructure  
funds in 2016

The prominent trend in this latest research is the growing appetite for 
diversification. Interestingly, 46% of all SMSF investors surveyed made 
significant changes to their asset allocation last year. 

30% opted for increased diversification to avoid exposure, while 30% also 
quote “a more defensive strategy” as their reason for diversification.

This sizeable shift has seen commercial property and infrastructure funds 
fare as two of the big winners. In fact, 13% of Trustees who intend to invest 
in managed funds, say they intend to invest in unlisted property funds in 
2016, up from just 5% last year, while 20% intend to invest in infrastructure 
funds in the next year, up from 11%. In fact, difficulty in “stock picking” is 
one of the main drivers for the shift towards defensive assets.

More diversification

The backdrop of market volatility appears to be driving appetite for 
unlisted investment opportunities that aren’t tied to markets. The 
defensive characteristics of infrastructure, being less influenced by 
economic factors, is clearly appealing to investors in this unstable climate. 

Equally, unlisted property and infrastructure can offer yield benefits which 
are a focus for many in a low growth environment. This is supported by 
the fact that 20% of Trustees are concerned that poor performance will 
impact income adequacy.

However, Trustees still cite “identifying the right investment” as the 
no.1 concern with managing their own super. No surprise then that 25% 
of Trustees surveyed stated that they would pay someone to select or 
make recommendations on investments, while 17% said their would pay 
someone to oversee the development or review of their investment plan.
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Investors are 
spending less 
time on research
While Trustees know now is the time to diversify and 
select the right defensive assets, their time spent 
researching and managing their SMSF portfolio has 
actually decreased. In fact, Trustees are more time 
poor than ever – spending only 3.4 hours a month (on 
average) selecting and researching investments for 
their SMSF in this report – down 8% from last year. 

80% of Trustees say they “face difficulty when 
managing their SMSF”, while 61% state that 
they’re “open to professional advice”, up from 
46% in 2015.

With market volatility impacting both sentiment and performance, 
it is understandable that many Trustees will be reacting quickly 

without considering the possible long-term consequences. Education 
around the risks of short-termism and the impact this approach can 

have on goals will be an important demonstration of value in this 
uncertain climate.

This year’s research has shown that 52% of Trustees surveyed are 
“validators”, up 10% from last year’s survey. This means they actively 

want validation of their investment decisions and/or investment strategy, 
which further supports the value you can offer this growing segment.

of Trustees say they “face difficulty 
when managing their SMSF”

80%
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Inside the investor’s head – 2016

of SMSF Trustees surveyed would 
be open to using the ASX mFunds 
service to access Managed Funds 32%

of SMSF Trustees already invest in 
ETFs via their SMSF, and a further 
25% intend to do so in the future38%

of SMSF Trustees intend to invest in 
Managed Funds in the future, including 27% 
who intend to do so in the next 12 months30%
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Access

There is a clear appetite for commercial property and 
infrastructure amongst the SMSF Trustees surveyed. Given 
direct access to these asset classes is typically hard for 
retail investors, this represents a unique opportunity for 
Advisers to educate clients on the defensive characteristics 
and income-driving nature of these investments. 

The value of an Adviser is more apparent than ever in periods of uncertainty. This is backed up by the 
shift in traditional self-directed investors being more open to a validator relationship with an Adviser. 
52% of those surveyed can be classified as a “Validator”, i.e. those who would use an Adviser for a 
second opinion to access a wider range of investments, or for their technical skills.

Shift from Adviser to “validator”

There is a growing opportunity to redefine your role 
with Trustees; to make the move from Adviser to a go-to 
“validator”. As Trustees seek reassurance during uncertain 
times, along with a desire to access new assets, you can 
position yourself as a trusted partner, providing the insights 
and education they need to achieve their goals. 

Black Sky thinking:
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There’s more where this came from
If you found Black Sky Report 2016,  
Part 2: Asset allocation – From offensive to defensive valuable, 
you can download the other reports here 

Part 1: SMSFs
Trends and challenges

Part 3: ETFs
The surge continues

Important note: While every care has been taken in the preparation of this document, AMP Capital Investors Limited (ABN 59 001 777 591, AFSL 232497) and AMP Capital Funds Management Limited (ABN 15 159 557 721, AFSL 426455) make no 
representations or warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of any statement in it including, without limitation, any forecasts. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This document has been prepared for the purpose of 
providing general information, without taking account of any particular investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. An investor should, before making any investment decisions, consider the appropriateness of the information in this document, and 
seek professional advice, having regard to the investor’s objectives, financial situation and needs. This document is solely for the use of the party to whom it is provided.

www.ampcapital.com.au/blacksky
http://www.ampcapital.com.au/smsf-suite/Black-Sky-2016/smsf-suite/SMSF/media/contents/Black%20Sky/black-sky-2016_part-1.pdf?utm_medium=print&utm_source=blacksky&utm_campaign=smsf
http://www.ampcapital.com.au/smsf-suite/Black-Sky-2016/smsf-suite/SMSF/media/contents/Black%20Sky/black-sky-2016_part-3.pdf?utm_medium=print&utm_source=blacksky&utm_campaign=smsf

